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Main goal

To develop and examine the best ways to reduce the gap towards ensuring that \textit{there is no one behind}

More specific

The task team aims to integrate their related efforts in conducting assessments, developing guidelines or training materials in addition to the international agencies’ efforts in development and implementation of sound methodologies and good practices in national statistical offices for the establishment, maintenance and improvement of the SBR.
Done so far

In close collaboration with TT EBR

• Strategic view on statistical business registers
• Statistical Business Registers Maturity Model
  • Global consultation
• Country presentations
• Guidance / discussion on development global group register
• Discussions on global unique identifier
Future areas of work (based on poll):

Topic 1 – Finalizing Manual on the Maturity Model and toolkit
Topic 2 – Conducting global assessment on maturity model
Topic 3 – Contribute to work on joint UNSD-OECD global register
Topic 6 – Integration of the SBR and the trade register
Topic 5 – Contribute to global initiative on unique identifiers for businesses
Topic 8 – Guidance on incorporating geospatial information in the SBR
Responses on topics related to Capacity Building

**Topic 11** - Preparing training materials and technical assistance related to the maturity model

**Topic 12** – Conducting a webinar series on knowledge sharing

**Topic 13** - Preparing capacity building for International Trade Statistics

Task Team
Responses on future direction of TT on Capacity Building

The TT continues to primarily work with Task Team on Exhaustive Business Registers

The TT works on developing new capacity building tools for other requested fields
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• Developments on Trade Data Tools and E-Learning on Trade Statistics
  *by Markie Muryawan – UNSD*

• Project on Administrative data in Latin America
  *by Gerardo Durand - INEGI-Mexico*

Open discussion